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< br / > vans this season to join Shangguan Zhe, Kim Kiroic and Du Yang three independent designer, respectively, to create the a
pair of highlighting the personal characteristics of the slip on joint color. The Shangguan zhe the simple black and white tone, and
personal brand sankuanz graffiti font in the form of full version stamp cover on top of the vampKim's inspiration from personal brand
KKtP 2015 spring and summer series a marbling printing double shoes. Therefore, the digital printing in upper vividly portrayed the
marble texture, heighten the avant-garde visual sensoryas for the design of Du Yang is to his pet cat, flower to muse, the sketch
presented in the body of the shoe surface, to create a rich sense of the level, at the same time, also hope to wake everyone placed
stray pets more care. Reportedly the series will on September 18, vans designated shops listed, three price respectively is RMB
520, RMB 720 and RMB 620 yuan. (Editor: YOYO)
Nike Blazer Mid LR "Khaki" physical tushang 2013-12-08 22:50:45
Nike Blazer Mid again on the network exposure LR release of new products, the use of dark khaki color, with black Swoosh, hazelnut-
colored tongue and heel ankle decoration. It currently Num exposure information, like friends can look at. 
Nike Blazer Mid LR "Khaki" 
Num: 510965-201 
adidas Originals for its innovative Tubular released a pair of shoes, the latest color, overwhelmed designer deciduous inspiration for
the design, the use of numerous deciduous rendering vamp overall, green leather sketched out beautiful lines, for everyone to create
a different kind of camouflage lines. Excellent exterior design extremely simple and easy to break the current trend of the sector to
take the property sought after. It is reported that the shoes will be fully available for sale January 30, priced at $ 110, interested
friends may wish to look at it then.
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Recently popular for its shoes adidas Originals ZX Flux launched a new summer color, designers use twill material to build the upper
gradient gray tone, choose black TPU heel blessing, and finally to white midsole constitute, as a whole is full the understated
masculinity, and allowed ensured by breathable materials. It is reported that some stores selling shoes has landed price of $ 110,
interested friends may wish to look at it.
CABBEEN ( Cabbeen ) brand was founded in 1989 by the current artistic director Mr. CABBEEN in Hongkong, currently has
developed into one of China's largest, the most fashionable appeal of the designer brand.
CABBEEN ( Cabbeen ) is designed specifically for passionate personality life attitude of men. " Subversive fashion " is a CABBEEN
(Cabbeen ) design philosophy. Designers will be unique experiences early in the racing, boxing, career into clothing design,
gradually become an independent school "CABBEEN style ".
Adhering to the innovative idea, outstanding men's individual needs, will break through the combined with traditional design thinking,
not regular, with exaggerated details and exquisite craftsmanship, masculine temperament and elegant demeanor coexist, is the
essence of personality CABBEEN (Cabbeen) where the design pursuit.
From 1997 to enter the mainland market so far, CABBEEN ( Cabbeen) stores throughout Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Chengdu
and other domestic fashion city, reached more than 300in 2002, CABBEEN (Cabbeen ) opened a number of stores in Southeast
Asiain 2006 opened the first store in New York. In 2007 February, CABBEEN ( Cabbeen) held a special conference in four
international fashion week of New York fashion week, became the first New York international fashion stage Chinese designer brand.
CABBEEN ( Cabbeen ) show the world " Chinese design ", instead of "made in China " the United States of America, the fashion
world was shocked, " New York Times ", nearly a hundred media coverage.
Popular contacting adidas Originals shoes Goofy Hot
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With the opening of Hong Kong Disneyland, coupled with today's cartoon style pandemic, anything printed on the Disney cartoon
portraits of commodities on the market today have become the most popular hit. In these cartoon characters related products, adidas
Originals series can be described as Goofy shoes most noteworthy recent one.
adidas in 1983 launched an unprecedented first in the history of the brand with the "non-human" characters endorsement of series -
Goofy Goofy series. They worked with the Walt Disney Company, the Goofy cartoon characters and classic adidas three lines and
made a perfect combination of playful and apply it to the apparel and footwear. In this regard, adidas Originals Goofy Goofy classic
series, but the historic design.
Recently, adidas engraved introduced three most classic shoes adidas Originals: Basketball shoes Superstar, tennis shoes Stan
Smith, and soccer shoes Goal, shoes side with a fly pattern in the 1980s, adidas also caring for children ages two specially designed
size.
Related news
All court, each season launch of the 
NIKE NSW 3 low PRM NRG shoe money always give us a fresh campus wind, Wild shoes comfortable fabric is our first impression
of the it. And the latest release of this new work from the point of view, this consistently college wind did not abate, and I personally is
like this material is fine, very texture of striped fabrics, as the main design of shoes, inside plus leather increased wearing comfort,
interpreted by the black and grey colors of different styles to will become the first choice for many of the boys! Is expected to launch a
new book will be on sale at the beginning of the Japanese fashion shoes Atmos. 
Source: 
< p > father Joe although charmer, casinos, business field, on-the-spot unhappy, but this did not affect his indeed is the status of the
God of basketball. In the shoes on the market could also summon wind and call for rain. This time, NIKE company's JORDAN brand
launched the latest BCT Mid Jordan, it is worth noting that this shoe is a total of 2 kinds of color. Us to say the ruddy color, must not



do is introduced, the Bulls Dynasty, this a series of 3 consecutive noun enough to explain everything. Another second pairs, although
some create new styles on color, but it is a pair of all-match street artifact. More commendable is that the shoes only sold $95, and
expensive shoes than can be said to be peibenzuanyaohe. This golden opportunity we must not miss, hurry up. 
source: kicksonfire
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